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Bookstore
inventory
insufficient
er that she would not need more than
half of die books she had purchased.
Perhaps more frustrating, she was not
able to find the books she would need
for an upcoming assignment.
"San Jose Slate is a great selmol,
but it’s still frustrating mu bring able
to find textbooks," Rion& said.
Steve Johnston, associate director
ily 1)evin Fehely
of textbooks for the Spartan
Spartan flatly Staff Writer
Bookstore, said there are many reaThe unavailability of textbooks at sons a book might not be available at
the Spartan Bookstore has left many the beginning of the semester.
les.tudents angry and empty- Johnston said an inc rease in interest
1.4i15n,l.d
or enrollment in A particular course
1"It’s impossible to do assignments can often cause a shortage in text
without textbooks," said Ivor Lao, an books.
Johnston
electrical engineerexplained professors
’vii
Lao IlfalltfetWedWAIIIWWWWWWWWm
ing MOM.
who miss the deadexplained that he
"San Jose State line for orders can
has already missed
make things diffihomework
one
is a great
cult inn the bookassignment because
store. Johnston was
school, but it’s
lie has not been able
even handed in his
to buy the textbook
still frustrating
appraisal of the
tor his Material
problem
and
Isngineering class.
not being able
Thegli
his
Although
p.m,. is rarely the
to find
professor has been
problem."
understanding, his
problem is
textbooks."
only advice to his
that there are many
students is to be perpart-time professors
sistent. ThlIS far,
Christina Biondo, who don’t know
I ao’s persistence has
Child Development that they will be
yet to be repaid. lie
until the
returned to the
major te-aching
last minute," lie
bookstore for a
said. The phenomefourth time Tuesday
despot. being unlucky in his past na and the problems it poses for
bookstores, is not only occurring on
three Attempts.
Sometimes, one wonders whether the SJ.St 1 campus, but nal tonally.
Johnston urged students who
students who have problems finding
textbooks are victims of their own weren’t able to fund A ICX11,00k to fill
tendency to procrastinate. Child oust a Textbook Reservation Form al
the TeXthtlOk Information ( ;enter in
(11115111M
kVelOpIllelli
the basement of the boo)sstore, billing
Ih011th) made every efron to avoid tire’
is the
I ram, And I 4,11111%1011 that mark the out A 101111, j01111S1011
only way to insure that the student
tleW Semester at the
I eginning
will actually get the book
krokstore
"If I don’t know there is A probUnfortunately, she is proof that
the best laid plans often do go Awry. lem, I can’t fix it." 101111Stoll Said.
I )rli Sac k, assistant textbook manBiondi, bought the required books
for her Sot cal Pcyr hology class well in ager, said, "These few exceptions
advance of its first day only to discov- aside, things have been improving."

Students
unprepared
for classes
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Fire Station No. 1, among the oldest and busiest in San Jose, will be rebuilt to meet current earthquake safey and building codes.

Station to be revamped
Fire
department
to add new
building to
San Jose’s
first fire
house

_
By Kean Coffey
Spartan Dady Stan’ Woo,

S1.111011, Do. Station
I. Whit h It-T.111h 11, .11111111 S.000 LAN .1 year, is
scheduled toii eboil(
The primary r110111 311..11 or tilt’ ClIttelll rebuilding
plan is ii update di, station to the clown’ earthquake
safety codes.
Since the c rew sIcrj’ ii Ow building four nights a
week, city safety codes pertaining to earthquakes are
tnin h more rigorous than those pertaining to businesses.
"It’s to prevent us frolll being the ones needing rescue
instead of doing the restwor uI others in the event of An
earthquake," firefighter KM I. Marione said.
Marione added that privai y rico, will be resolved fry
the design and construction of the new station
When the station was first built, it housed an all male
hiding many womrir
staff Now there is A diverse CreW
The current layout does little to address the problems id
having men and women in close quarters Malone added
Dormitories, where everyone Inn the t new chick Sleep,
have beds separated by makeshift barricades of tables
standing upright to provide some sort of privacy het Weell
melt And Wifillell The only room available to the women
Jose S InISIrs1 anti oldest SIN

San

t"lii

for changing is a barren mom which originally was used
tor storage.
Improvements could be retrofitted onto the current
hit.o ,u, for $1.55 million.
ie total ost of .1 completely new building is estimated to ost S.’ 85 million ’Die decision was made to go
with the new kidding because it provides more redesign
options than a ’,milli
Among the new options !IOW available are a functionally enhanced interior inside, but also more Aesthetically
appealing outside.
We want to invite a more user-friendly view of the
station," Mourne said.
Marione will be achieved by a community room facing
Market Street. which will be available to the public for
CPR training, news I onhiences, and other public needs.
"It will make us 114Ke visible and A part of the community," Maurine said.
The crew is excited that they have been allowed to
participate in the design of the new station, several crew
members said.
"Fire Stations Are
in that they are businesses,
bin they are our homes too," Marione said.
Shit is of I I people live At the station all day, all year.

See Fire, page 6

Musician breathes a lighthearted mood
By William Jetike
Spartan Dail) Features
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mityrrAs _ Several people had
one goal fiir their Saturday afternoon
and that w.cs to heat former MotAly
Blues keyboardist Mike Pinder read
selections from his second CD of
three children’s stories. "A People
with One Heart."
Though several chairs were
crammed in the confined reading area
at the Milpitas Borders bookstore, it
was still standing -room -only fig a few
(Wen admirers And their children
Ebonics talk
(
slid
tea( /011 g meth, i,/
examined
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Vulil C, 1)(.111/11.. said
l’inder used his excellent, very
smooth voice to adjust the stiutid system for his reading Ile recited a few
short poems too while flipping
twill Iles .111t1
R111111114 kook,. ( hie
151 II tet.OF.111/I ll
t

sotil.:

Was

"lifeallic

p die 1 }mkt-noir. I ;loom.’ by
I di., ’hi

Tomorrow
Industrial design
student wins
national award for
his portable ironing
station

When the sound SVSICITI Was Salts
lit torv. Pinder timed the audiente
hot a light hearted Iltilit by doing
impressions of Scan Lofoten’ and
Ringo Start.
Pinder opened the reading with a
favorite line ol his. "We are all a child
pretending to be an adult. We’re only
half -was’ there."
"A People with One Heart" firllows the 1995 release of "A People
with One Mind" and precedes the
St. liCtItiled

St1111111er

releASC

tit

"A

People with One Spirit." Lich is a
collection of seven stories carefully
selected by Pinder and his wile Tara.
Pinder selects %times he believes
appeals to various age groups.
lot stones) that are like
"(We in
;Imam,
ampbell for

kids. I .41.1 said.
II hoose stories written for those
d loot to 104," Pinder said.
1 tespite t ranky children and a
nearby cash register’s high-pitched
screeching. Pinder read two selections
from "A People with One !heart."
The first was "John Jeremy
Colton" by Bryan Jeffrey Leech.
Colton is .1 WC 121 oddball whose garish house and unorthodox appearance
makes hint A hero to children but an
eyesore to the dreary townsfolk, ’I he
story chronicles ( :olton’s struggle for
individuality and social acceptance.
Pinder closed with "I Wish I were
a Butterfly" by James Howe, about
cricket who believes he’s ugly and
wishes he u mild be a Into erlly.
Pinder then spent two and a half

See Pinder, page 6
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Former Moody Blues member Mike Pinder entertains children and adults

New grading standards in store for SJSU
By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Students hoping to graduate
with honors from San Jose State
I mversity will have to carry a high at grade point average beginning in
the fill of 1997.
SJSU students have previously
been honored with cum laude status, an accolade that beefs up A jOil

applicant’s resume, when they
earned A grade point average of 3.3
or higher, on a 4 -point scale.
"If we’re the lowest of all C.SU
campuses I think its fair," said
Alethea Bywaters, SJSU’s cur-president of the Golden Key National
honor society. "To be lowest would
make us look had, it seems like the
university is trying do a lot to raise

the standards of SJSU."
In a rnecting last November, the
SJSU Academic Senate passed an
amendment to raise the (,PA
required hir honors at graduation
from 3.30 to 3.50, a move that will
raise SJSU’s honors level up to those
of other California State University
campuses.
"The reason we changed it was

to bring it mote into line with other
California State Universities," said
Shirley Reekie, an academic senator
and human perforniance professor.
academic senate researched
the GPA requitement to graduate
cum laude and !Mind that SitilYs
Was the lowest they could hind in
the CSU system, according to the
academic senate nimutes.

See Grades, page 6
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Media shouldn’t deceive to uncover the truth
and fish. The producers wore hidden cameras to shoot incriminating footage.
Though the $5.5 million fine won’t put
too much of a dent in ABC News pocketbook, the sting felt by all journalists who
want to highlight deception inflicted on the
public will burn for quite a while.
This particular case polarizes journalists,
broadcast and print, as it brings up the issue
of whether the ends can justify the means.
Was it really a last -resort tactic to have
reporters deceive their Way into a business

he recent ruling by a North Carolina
jury for ABC News to pay Food
Lion, Inc. $5.5 million in punitive
damages for fraud and trespassing has many
journalists concerned about just how far
reporters can go to expose corporate deceit.
The large grocery chain was the subject
of a I 992 "PrimeliflIC live" undercover
story in whir It a pair of ABC news producers lied when they got lobs as clerks to
expose Food I iiin for selling tainted meat

tionalisin.
However, this piece of journalism no
matter how questionable it seems must
be defended, and clearly shouldn’t be punished to the tune of $5.5 million.
Ni), ABC News didn’t need to deceive
its way into Food Lion’s den, work on its
payroll and expose unethical food preparation when it could have asked a Food Lion
employee to come forward. Another
method, a safer method, would be to
approach Food Lion executives with the

Editorial
to expose the business’ deceit?
We hold that it wasn’t.
Although ABC News’ agenda to expose
Food Lion’s unethical practices sparked
consumer action (the grocer lost $1.7 billion in lost stock and profits), the network’s
actions could be seen as a credibility-hurting issue of using fire to fight fire for sensa-

complaints ABC. had probably received that
tipped the news organization to the preparing of unsafe food.
As readers, be careful in how the news
you watch or read is brought to you. Sure,
the news that a corporate grocer was selling
dangerous goods to consumers would probably have ignited the same buyer outrage
had it been presented differently, but big
corporations shouldn’t be upset when they
get caught with their hands in the cookie
jar.

Should Ebonics be regarded as a legitimate language?
Ebonics takes political
correctness too far
,,,,,I. Who is iv 1,i he South, where I conic from,
it’s where you go when you’re finished with "junior
ice cool." It’s an institution of higher learning where
you can learn to speak French with a Southern drawl.
When I first heard the news of Hiroo( s, I thought it
was a joke. When I re:allied it was a serious issue, I then
wondered ii I. ion, was bilingual.
I )id the 5’ iii hem dialect I acquired while being raised
in Georgia also qualify as a language?
I’ll never forget the day my son, Cody, uttered his first
sound.
"Trak"
I WAS sn ro Heil that I called my mother to inform her
that her mmith-old grandson
WJS a genius.
She was almost impressed
until I told het Mat lody’s first
word was ’rah,
"Utah is not a word, it’s a
sound," Mom said.
1 hat’s my point with
Humus. l’hesc are not real
wools, these are sounds and
perhaps slang at best.
WRITER’S FORUM
Sortie
very t lever and
fiy Dona
mampulat ye grant Writers saw
Nichols
this as an oppoitunity to direct
hinds into the]; proglanis. It’s
cii, iii ii nate hit sin Iris’ lie( a LISC it promotes separatism.
It is a case of Hui, al II irrectness gone too far. Might
we next tope, I that baby babble will be tailed
l’i’d ,I tonic 5 cud the Way’ Grandma speaks without false
l.., will he :mother language known as
tetth In
(Ierionics?
Dr. Lora, who hosts a
It is
of syndicated radio talk show,
says that if Ebonies is considered a language, then
her native tongue of
I lebronics should also be
allowed. The dialogue
might go something like
this:
QUESTION: Excuse
that
me, do you have the time?
HEBRONICS
RESPONSE: What, do I
look like a clock?
TRANSIATION: No,
I’m sorry I don’t.
REMARK: Well, have a
nice day.

a case
political
correctness
gone too far.
Might we next
expect
baby babble
will be called
Pediatronics
and the way
Grandma
speaks
without false
teeth in place
will be ...
known as
Gerionics?

Ebonies is legit

deal wit’ it

/have always been bilingual. I wasn’t
horn outside of the country. In fact,
I’ve only been out of the States once,
but I have spoken two different languages
my whole life: English and Ebonies.
I didn’t know I was speaking Ebonies
most of the time, but I did know that I
WAS speaking differently with different
people.
This is not something new to African
Americans. Africans have been communicating among themselves in this country since the first ship carrying slaves separated captives from their tribesmen so
they wouldn’t communicate with one
another.
Slaves would then find ways to con,.
musicale with one another through
music, dance and "broken" English.
Historians have said that this form
of expression was most likely the first
form of slang in American history.
I lowever, the term Ebonies
a
combination of the words ebony and
phonics was created by Washington
University Professor Robert Williams
to describe the grammatical terms used
by some African Americans today.
This wasn’t a problem until the
Oakland Unified School I )istrict Board
of Trustees recently voted to utilize
Ebonies as A method to help its students learn standard English more proficiently.
’Hie decision has caused an uproar
among educators and parents all over
the country. People feel that recognizing Flunks as a legitimate language
will encourage inner-city youth to
speak pour English and ghetto slang in
the classroom.
’I his argument is about As strong as

saying teaching about sale sex in the classroom will make students go out and have

FROM

My

BLOCK

sex.

Just as teaching safe sex serves as a solution to the problem of sexually transmitted
dosed properly
diseases, Ebonies
can serve as a solution to poor scholastic
achievement.
What opponents fail to realize is
Ebonies isn’t to be taught in the classroom
but used as aim educational tool for teachers
to educate black children.
While there is plenty of disagreement
over Ebonies and its use in scholastic curriculum, there is no doubting the importance of addressing how the public school
system educates African Americans.
Figures show that 75 percent of
Oakland’s black children are held back a
grade, while 71 percent are in special education classes.
With figures like that, the issue shouldn’t even be debated. However, the denial
of these facts and the reluctance to
acknowledge another cultural contribution
from blacks frightens the declining majority.
Just like anything, it’s OK if others talk
or dress a certain way, but when it
becomes validated or people’s children
begin talking or dressing that way. it has to
stop. A classic example of N.I.M.B.Y.
Not In My Back Yard.

I t !Tv Lec

11
Just as
teaching safe
sex serves as
a solution to
the problem
of sexually
transmitted
diseases,
if
Ebonics
used properly
can serve

Larry Lee is the .5partan Daily Executive
Editor, lid column appears (my Wedrirwlac

as a solution

to poor
scholastic
achievement.
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understand your reaction. Even the Rev. Jesse
/can
Jackson himself called the Oakland Unified School
District’s decision to go ahead with its "Ebonies"
program "an unacceptable surrender, bordering on disgrace.
He, like most, did not have all the facts. But he,
unlike most, was man enough to change his position
when he got them.
Fact number one: Ebonies is not a language in and
of itself. Were the district legitimizing street slang by
making it its own language,
and then teaching it to students as proper English, then I
could understand the public’s
outcry’
But it isn’t. In fact, it isn’t
teaching anything.
Fact number two: True,
OUSD’s program started as a
way to get federal ESL money.
There are many ethnicities
WRITER’S FORUM
with languages that qualify,
By Andrew
but for the more than 50 perDavis
cent of OUSD’s students who
are African American there’s
no program.
Perhaps the district’s method was questionable, but
its motive is not. If the government designs a schoolfund pigeonhole, who can blame the district for devising a hole-sized pigeon?
Fact number three: Good Lord, it is the teaching of
"Standard American English to African American students." What is everyone so afraid of?
Yes, ESL courses are designed to teach English to
students from other countries for whom it is not a primary language.
Is the public’s main problem with Ebonies then that
it is meant for the native-born? Probably not. Perhaps
the legalese of the proposal just leads people to assume
it will lead to a future in which there is only one form of
the verb "to be."
Whatever the reason, a good idea is being forced to
gin on the defensive, which is the quickest path to its
demise. Ebonies is meant to facilitate the teaching of
"proper" English by taking into account the unique way
many African American students speak.
It also recognizes that many teachers are not of that
culture, and cannot truly help these students improve
without the language "go between" that Ebonies provides.
Mier hearing the faits about Ebonies, Rev. Jackson
went on IO SAN’: "The intent is to teach these children
standard. iompetitive English, because if they cannot
read, they iatinist reason."
No kidding. I don’t care what they have to do in
circlet to teat h better English. If they find that alcohol
helps adults with the language, then we’ll have
( linandtons, Perhaps dressing kids in long underwear
does the trii k, leading to I ongjohnics.
Whatever the "onic," the steady decline in proper
language ability has to stop somewhere. And if cash strapped (11\1 rit IS nccd to crime up with snappy catch
phrases and c lame -laden proposals to teach students of
any ethnisity ’competitive" English, then I say, mo’
powa to ’ens!
Andrew Davu to a Spartan Datly Staff Writer.

a Spartan Daily .Stall
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Ebonics facilitates the
teaching of proper
English in classrooms
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Columnist’s satire is inconsiderate, unrealistic

name,

address, phone numher. Owns.
turn and major.
Sithmtsmons may he put int the
Letterti ti Lhe Editor boa at Mut
Spartan Ihtily office in Dwight
Rent.1 Hall Ronan 2011, sent by fax
to ,4091 9243237 or mailed to the
Spartan Daily ()pinion Edam.
School of Journalism and Mnsr.
Communicattons. SIIII Jose SIMI’
University, rale Washington
Square, San Jose, l’A 95192-9149
Editorial. are written by, and
re the co...emit.. of, the
Spartan nasty editont, not the

being funny should not make
one look inconsiderate arid
on realist is ‘,1‘sl is a big si hool,
and it ellUtt and does have its
problems.
the way this school eniorn11.11NeS all of us and provides
quality education should Inc
appreciated rather than being
made the IA wet ot. critinur that

does not give A reason why the
Inc litiologv is equivalent to "aba, LIS of what’s vvrong with bringing palm trees to make this campus look beautiful.
My advice to Shane is write
when it (mines naturally. Don’t
write lust het AUSe You’re All editor and have to turn in something.
IThatti
MAI nguistus CI I- SOI 1
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Disarming citizens not solution to gun violence
ill11 It

111

gun control

Sill/114111

r’,Yerillal Ili a blIter !Alt in .’

I III %tire Seshadri. As A well
meaning liberal, wants lo see flit
violence in our so, lets. ended.
I s ouldn’t agree more; that s
whs. the solution IS 110t to dIYAMI
dllit-IlY

who only

Note it their familic,
want
anti ISOSSCSN1011S.
A me ric All% Use guns in
defense against criminals .‘

year.
Had the gun control lobby
reached its ultimate goal of the
total prohibition of firearms, A
large portion of that 2.45 million would probably be dead.
Guns are power. If criminals
have them, we should have that
right as well. We do it’s called
the second amendment.
InIllion Mlle% each

01

ion control

irs[Alla NCSIlatin).

laW abiding

l’ithIMIod trainman. and :steer
bnemonta do not neirermanly, refl., I
th, ..ws of the Spartan t lady,. IN,
School nut Journalism and Mass
Vont mumeationn

Letters to the Editor

Americans
use guns
in defense
against
criminals 2.45
million times
each year.

Gavin Curtis
Political Science
Senior
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Reception offered from
Liberal Studies Socie

A coordinator’s re,eption
withtYiod
highlights the first meeting of the Liberal Studies
Society today from 3:30-5 p.m. in the Guadalupe
Room of the Student Union. According to Amy
DeRoboam, the group will hold meetings throughout the semester to support liberal studies students
preparing for careers in teaching or other fields.
We provide a platform for majors to talk about
their concerns," said DeRoboam. Contact her at
225-6699 for more information.
Episcopal Canterbury
Community hosts dinner
I is pis,opal :anterbury ( ’,immunity is host
ing a tree dinner and discussion tonight from 5.
ion
7 p.m. in the Almaden Room of the Student
The focus of the discussion will be putting prayers
for Christian unity into context Iror more information call 293-2401.
Beta Theta Pi holds rush
reception
I lit Rel.’ I heta Pi fraternity holding a sorority
ic,cption .1.1 part of its rush events tonight at 7 p.m.
.0282 S. 10th St. Call 993-9655 for more information.

Catholic Campus Ministry
offers daily Mass
A daily Mass will he held bv the Catholic
Campus Ministry this afternoon between 12:1)512:30 p.m. in the John )0CIII Center across front
the San Jose State University Theater. For more
information call 93H-1610.
Go take a hike with Phi Gamma
Delta
Go climb a rock with Phi Gamma Delta tonight
at 6 p.m. The Fiji house is located at 565 S. 5th St.
Call 292-5333 for more information.
Campus Democrats discuss
politics
Interested in politics? .[he Campus Democrats
are holding its first general meeting of the semester
this afternoon at 3 p.m. in the Pacheco Room of the
Student Union. Call 448-1148 for more information.

Gameboard Night with Delta
Gamma
Dclta Gamma sorority is hosting a rush p.m
tonight Irom 7-9 p.m. at their house at 360 E. Rced

St I lie theme ss
bc ’t,.itneki.ird Night with
board games provided as an icebreaker fiir more
Intoilltat1011 sail
Professional business fraternity
Get multicultural with Sigma
Theta Psi
bold I ..iiticultural sororiSigma I beta
Montalvo Room
ty infinmational and dinner ii
of the Student Union this afternoon at 4 p.m. Call
847-2396 for additional inhumation. Also, sec the
inbirmational table today, tomorrow and Feb. 5
from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. at the Student l’nion for more
information call 847-2 i96.

offers informational
Piotessional business trait:inns Delta Sigma Pi
will have its informational table on the first floor of
the Business ( :lassrooms Ii, nit Ian. 27 through Jan.
31 and in front of the Student l ’n ion Feb. 3 -Feb. 7.
( all 3-8 2034.
KSJS 90.5 FM wants recruits
San Jose State I IIIVets11, s radio station KSJS
90.5 FM is looking to re.t iii students of any major
and promises to t,111: positions for them. Find
them at the informational table outside the Student
t on from today through Ian. 31 or all at 92445,i7 for more information.

Lutheran Student Fellowship
gives home Bible study
Hie Ilit’, ran
I t How Nloyi will have a
stiids lyi issei ii x p ic onight at the
S. iid S
church Ito
Ii 212 SIll ho
mine inforocition.

compiled by And, A

I
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Meet the SJSU business clubs
I ill h \ ek MIS’s’ I loth 11 0 IhIslIts’Ss 5111th’IlIS
wants 1011 to Illret the business silltsS at the Stalden
ieVel of the busiticss quad today anti ti/t110ITOW ltOfll
9 a.m. 1 pito. I of
11110111.111011 all ’123-1754
tire mad 111111 .11 t
IX.Ileit 1011 t.1011.

1111..011

Ray Bradbury spins high-tech tales
By Doug Berkhardt
Spartan Daily Staff Write,
Ray Bradbury, author of "The
Martian Chronicles," "The Illustrated
Man," and "Fahrenheit 451", will
explore science and technology in
society at Tech Talk ’97 Tales
from the Final Frontier.
Bradbury, who has written over
500 published works, will be speaking,
on technology’s future societal values,
as well as his new novel "Quicker
than the Eye." He will be the first of
four speakers on the tour.
Bradbury will speak at the Flint
Center fin the Performing Arts at De
Anza College in Cupertino on Friday
at 7 p.m.

"Ray is delighted to speak in the
Bay Area," said Ruth AJben,
Bradbury’s agent. "He has many fans
here and is in the company of other
science and technology legends."
"I’ve read some of his books," said
Jeanann Collins, linguistic language
and development instructor . "My
oldest son has a real thing for Ray
Bradbury. Ile (Bradbury) has a good
handle on what technology and science in the 21st Century would be
like."
Tech Titlk .97 will be hosted by
the ’tech Museum of Innovation.
Barbara Si brag, from Croup Sales
RepieseniMIVC. said Bradbury has not
revealed exactiv what he will sorer.
Site Sal’s lie likes to ifleet people and

find out what they’re doing, then take
it from there.
"(Bradbury) is the grand master of
science fiction. lie will likely mention
his new book but he will also cover
technology and society," Schrag said.
"Tech Talk ’97 is designed to put
our audiences in touch with some of
the most innovative thinkers and pioneers in the world," said Judith I tit’,
Tech Museum Director of Edusatton
and Programs. "Bradbury: is a prolific
writer, creative thinker and fascinating speaker. His visionary stories have
inspired generations of innovators,
which closely matches ,stir mission
here at the ’led)."
"lie is certainly well-known and
well -regarded. lie represents the cry-

ative
Fritz acided. "In the
interest m
19611‘ lie "..1 l’c’kmg
ilitttughi
Mai,
I lie
\Lillian
Citrons les.- Noss sc. suu OM) St lcute
the
resent di,. over trs 411 the Mats illy ks
etuitaining inslis alums ol an, liii
life."
In
Bradbury, run
I owl!, I .1,.% Me KI.1111, .11111 Mae
Jeinison ss ill also slime their sc tenet.
51""""’s it ii the ’nu"
1 ovell. who Is d the Apollo I
\do, Ii 6, Kimiss,
sion, will spcak
an internatioe sib knossit
wilt, authored lilt book I In l’hysk s
ssilisp,.11, April 9
of Shit I ick
.jetuison, ilic lust At; 1, an A111(11..111
WOIllaIl 10 !lave into spa, e, will

Mixed reactions to Super Bowl transsexual ad
Holiday Inn Worldwide tries
to rennovate its public image
with controversial campaign
NEW YORK (AP)
Holiday
Inn Worldwide tried to dramatize its
renovation program by showing a
transsexual at a class reunion in its
Super Bowl commercial.
The response was mixed.
Craig Smith, a spokesman for the
Atlanta -based hotel chain, said
Monday about two doten people
called corporate headquarters about
the commercial, and half of them
liked it. tic said there had been no
marked movelllelit either way in
reservation aCtiVity
Gary Schahet, head of the hotejs
franchise owner group. said about 30
calls came IMO the association’s
offices from franchisees and were 5 to -1 in support of the ad.
The commercial ran in the second
half of the telecast of Green Bay’s 3521 victory over New England in the
National Football league championship game.
It showed a woman striding into a
hall for a class reunion, drawing
admiring glances as the commercial
narrator noted what it cost for her
new now, lips and chest.
She eventually: runs into an old
classmate who insists on guessing her
name. lite man shudders as he recognizes her as Bob Johnson from the old
days
It’s ama7ing the changes you can

make tor a less thousand dollars," the
narrator Sal’S. I he 1101e1 C ham n is proinoting its ,iwit 1 billion renovation
priTt.1111.
Sillith
said company executives

Get off your keester and head for
the nearest computer with Web access.
Enter FUR Block’s "FUR Rock" Sweepstakes
at wWW.hrblock.com/tax/college
AWARDED DAILY
TONS "0" PRIZES
circuit’s
fresh one of the college
IDCD’s MARRED DAILY
Painters.
Rouse
-Red
’//
hottest new bands
ose
fai
eCD’s Ah5IRDED May
PI7Gth,
10
Inc.
haPPenia.cats
Houft Painters
T-shirts at
with
e AARDED
eD Red
ro to
amiAT A ;RAN:"
_______
nl I Zr I
If you’re
’
as the Grand lucky enough to have your
Prize Winner,
name drawn
you’ll receive
expense paid
an alltrip tzi see Red
including airfare,
Nouse Painters,
and two front hotel, luro to and from
row
the
concert
giving Iced, we’ll tickets. Hey, while
we’re
even throw in
some spending in the
dough.
ENTER NOW!
\- glilb

Records,

Buy ONE get ONE FREE
of equal or lesser ualue

Featuring: Smoothies,
Power Smoothies, Fruit
Juice Slushes, and Fruit
Squeezed Juice

PEANUTS
COFFEE SHOP

licross from campus *275 E. San Fernando 0998-9/78
1111111
s 2-5-97not valid oil Saturddys

Si?
?if) U7,_10 r2).
J:1)0 pi -

Enter today!

FRIDAY’S ALIVE
Al BAY MEADOWS

YOU BET !!
Beers
Sodas
Hot Dogs
Admission*
ttx

Special Events
February 14 - Live Music - Jules Broussard
February 15 - Roll -Up Cap Giveaway
March 8 - Racing T-Shirt Giveaway
March 16 - Commuter Mug/$10,000 Cash
March 21 - Live Music - Sha-Boom

admit." for aim SO
GOOd atior OOPM

Post Times:
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

.0

H&R BLOCK

ti

$25 fee

Juice Town at Peanuts

www.hrblock.comitax/college
Let’s go. Hilt Rock ends 3/10/97.

Registration
Deadline:
Jan. 31,1997

sr

I us WaS itt attention -getter. -

r

at BASS Tickets or the Flint Center
for $29. The series is sponsored by
Lockheed Martin, AT&T and Scitor
Corporation.

Ort and play
ck to H&R BLc

WST
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Feb. 22, 1997

plan to meet this week to de. isle ’sus
the ad will be used in the futon. It
was not intended to lie part of a more
conventional campaign debuting by
the end of March, he said.

round out the tour on May 14. All
uhi sC USSIOFIS will take place at 7 p.m. at
the Hint (.:enter. Series tickets will
cost $100 ($88 for museum memhers). Individual tiskets are available

_
BayMeadows
ri

A

Daily at 12:45 pm
Fridays at 6:45 pm

t F t I, it R
West of fiVVY 101 off HWY 92 in San Mateo 415-574 RACE
For Group Information call 415/573 4516 or 4013/292 9361

Spartan student special, show
voureident ID. and recieve
our "BUY One, Get One Free"
ticket Offer. tickets available at
theAvent Center Box OffiCe
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New-look Spartans begin season
Unknown faces
start campaign
against SCU
By Jeff Niese
Special to MY Daily

Opening lineup
Position players:

Today, the opening day of the
1997 Spartan baseball season against
Santa Clara, baseball coach Sam
Piraro may seem a little drowsy.
With 17 01 the 28 players new to
SJSU, including three of the five
pitchers expected to play at Santa
Clara at 2 p.m., the 11th year coach
can’t he sleeping very well.
"We have not worried about talent, that’s OK. It’s the experience factor which is our biggest worry,"
Piraro said.
Of the 17 new players 12 are
Junior college transfers and live are
inC41111 trig freshmen.
.1 he top returning pitcher is Justin
I arias whose 4.75 ERA last year was
sir Ond best on the team. Farias is
locked in as the closer, but as for the
starting rotation nothing is final.
Four pitchers who finished in the
top live on the team in ERA in 1996
are no longer at SJSC. Jason Davis,
PHOTO BY DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily
who led the team with a 4.59 ERA
last year, decided to forgo his final SJSU baseball players warm up for Tuesday’s practice game at San Jose City College. The season opener will be played at 2 p.m. today at Santa Clara.
season after hieing drafted by
Philadelphia.
player who has played all four years at the junior college level.
But James’ strength is with a glove.
inc of the
mitts is
Kyle Richardson, from the College
The strongest part of the dcf.cmc is SJSU is the team’s most experienced
1111%11.111 ( .00pct, 1011.1y S starter,
the infield where returning at first player. Ashley started 48 games in of Mario, will be the designated hitWI111 .1 veal’ ago was slingui. baseballs
SJSU at Santa Clara
base is Robert Berns, who last year led 1996 and, according to Piraro, is one ter. Richardson is a switch hitter who
at Aniciic an River ( adlege in
the team in home runs, nine, and of the best defensive catchers on the was the MVP of his junior college
2 p.m. at Buck Shaw Stadium
Sat
Whet(’ he had a 9-3
team.
RBIs with 44. Berns also finished West Coast.
fetOrd last year Mill WAS a second With all the new faces on the
The outfield is completely new
With an inexperienced pitching third on the team with a .326 ERA.
1,111I all -conference wk., tion.
Brian Forman, will start his third- and still not settled yet. Jon pitching staff, Piraro said he’s hoping
staff, the team could have made use of
Jason Jimenei, who, is scheduled to Patrick Walsh’s team -leading .379 straight season at shortstop. Forman Lauderdale will start somewhere. The the offense will keep the team in
li the fourth and filth innings batting average last year, hut the sec- finished last year with a .309 batting transfer from Saddleback College was many games this year until the pitchtoday, was playing hall across town ond baseman went to the University average with 24 runs and 43 hits. At a 199(s junior college All-American, a ing can come around.
rom
his
IleW
teileflillate at 4,1 I vitas to spend his final season. third base is Ryan Johnson who start- first -team all -state and Co-MVP in
"If we can get confidence and suc(:onsumnes River College. At Walsh also led the Spartans in hits, ed last year and was second on the the California Community College cess early, this team has potential to
Giusti:tines. Jimenez posted a 13-9 85, and doubles, 15.
team in batting with a .332 average. system. Last year Lauderdale had 11
osome
id.
real good things," Piraro
career teciad with a 3.21 ERA his
Defensively the Spartans won’t Johnson will miss the first 13 games home runs, 56 RBIs and a .374 bat- said.
sophomore year.
The next 13 non-league games will
lose much with .artis College trans- because of a elbow injury, most likely ting average.
And Todd Duncan, scheduled to fer Tony James taking over for Walsh Antonio Vazquez will start in his
Vying for the other starting out- be a testing ground before the first
pitch the eighth, was a Spartan last at second. In 1996 James hatted .365 place. Vazquez is a transfer from field spots will be co-captain John Western Athletic Conference game
except he Was playing in the with four home runs and 41 RBIs. Cerritos College, where he was a two- Misplay and Scott Lewis. Misplay hit against Fresno State on Feb. 21.
year
outfield. Duman will see innings at James was also an All -Southern time all conference player.
"It’s going to be an adventure,"
.248 last year with 13 RBIs and two
pitcher this season after the coaching California selection while at Citrus
Catching is anchored by senior co- home runs. Lewis is a walk-on who Piraro said.
stall spotted his strong arm.
, aptain Steve Ashley. Ashley, the only had a .347 career batting average at

TODAY’S GAME

. 1B
Robert Berns (Sri
.. .20
Tony James (Jr,
Brian Forman tJr) ....SS
Antonio Vazquez (Jr)..3B
Jon Lauderdale (Jr) . . OF
OF
Todd Duncan (.,loS
.. OF
Jon Misplay (Sri
C
Steve Ashley (Sri

Pitching staff

Christian Cooper (Jr). SP
Jason Jimenez (Jr) .. SP
Javier Pamus (Sr/ ....SP
Todd Duncan (Sol .. MR
. CL
Justin Farias (Sri

Coaching staff
Sam Piraro.., head coach
Scott Hertler... 38 coach
Juan Butula.... I B coach
Doug Thurman. ..Pitching

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Oppon.nt

Time
2 pm.
I pm

Day
Today

at Santa Clara

Set

Pacific.

Sun
Mon
Tue

at Poole

I pm.

Feb 7

CSU Loa Angeles
CSU Hayward
Portland St.

2 p.m.
3 p.m
2om

Feb 8
Feb. 9
Feb it

Portland St
Portland St
USF

1

Feb.
Feb
Feb
Feb

14
15
16
18

at
at
at
at

Cal Poly SLO
Cal Poly SLO
Cal Poly SLO
CSU Hayward

Feb 21
Feb 22

Fresno St
Fresno St

Feb 23
Feb 25

Fresno St
at Saint Mary’s
Hewer,

Feb 28
Mar I
Mar 2
Mar 4

I pm
p m

2 pm
2 pm
I pm
1 pm
2p m
7 pm
1 pm
1 p m
2 pm
7p m

Haws!)

1 p.m.

Hawaii

1 p.m.

San Fransisco St

2 pm

Spartan Music
Mar 7

USF

Mar 8
Mar 8

Santa Clara
Lewis and Clark

Mar 9

Third place game
Mar. 9
Championship game
Mar it
Nevada .
Al home games played at Municipal

3.30p m
12 p m
7 pm
12 p m
.3 p m.
2 P.m
Stadium

SJSU needs to update its ridiculous commercial
AtIlet11.111% IOST new 1.0111111e11.1.11S. Sall JOU:
University has an advertisement so old
that its participants are alums who are probably near retirement.
The "MCSSitge furnished by San jose State
ritiversity" that airs during regionally or
nationally televised Sparian sporting events
looks as if this is the only sr liool with time travel I. apAbilitics. but actually the ad WaS produced in the early ’80s.
This ad is outdated and, well, painful to
Walt h.
I he veal’s newest television advertisements
last StIliddy
iii ii iihii’ eil ii, AlIlerit .1 lin Icni
State

I, 1.inthirs’

II Is .11 lint. wiwn &Autumn ial
(lever nciwiiik

ilii liesli

while
luny killers
becoming frustrated
with the annoying
interruption oi. some
football game called
".1 lie Super Bowl."
he pri,duccr% of
u I inunerr ials
these
know they have to
HALF-COURT
give the audience
TRAP
creative
something
Tmehageii
1Iv
and new to keep the
11.1111C 01 the product
on the minds ol the viewers. Advt.’ t hers vvarit
their prospes itt bkiv,r, to purchase the prod., I,
1,1 II lo other, 31111 1.11k .1111111I

TODAY

THURSDAY

Baseball zit Santa Clara
1097 season opener
2 p.m. at Buck Shaw Stadfurn
Lasers v Portland
7.30 p.m at the Event Center
Sharks nt Edmonton

Men’s basketball v. Hawarl
7:30 p.m. at the Event Center
Women’s basketball at Howell
Sharks at Calgary

I bus statement is as credible to an outsider as the billboard on Highway 101 that reads, it’s happening in Soledad."
SJSU’s furnished message is President
Robert Caret’s big chance to put his
"Metropolitan university in the capital of
Silicon Valley" slogan in the regional or
national spotlight.
A new 15 -second ad needs to he constructed to show what this university has to offer
now, not what it had to offer when answering
machines were a new technological breakthrough.
The ad should promote the campus’ ethnic
lilVerSIIV hs ShOWItir, the NtIllie1111 Who Stroll
rlition of exLellenLe and suLLess."

is the equivalent of showing a
Wall III a neon green "Choose Life" T-shirt
playing a game id Space Invaders on a brand
\J 51

s ad

new Apple II.
It I cat tires students walking through
I Milky Moorhead I lali, exiting the Business
:lawman% building and wearing SJSU sweatshirts that have tout been available in the
Spartan Bookstore since its most expensive
book cost only $25.
lire ut the must Lelebrated qualities of this
on
today is the cultural diversity of its
students, but Caucasians are i lie fin .11 point in
I ad.
ahm,si evens, I ratite of this I
I he ad ends with the phi e,
t ra

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
Baseball v. Pacific
1 p.m. at Municipal Stadium
Men’s basketball V.
San Diego State , 7:30 p.m.
at the Event Conte(
Women’s basketball at SDSU
Women’s swimming at UCSB
Hockey v. Palmer College
7:46 p.m. at Ice Centre

Women’s gymnastics v
CSU Sacramento, 7:30 p.m.
at Spartan Gym (SPX 6)
Hockey club v.Orange Coast
College, 7:45 p.m.
at the Ice Centre
Lasers at Seattle

M x iMEni.

through the brand new pedestrian mall or on

Paseo de San Carlos. It could show the Event
Center packed for a basketball game or students waiting in line for a computer in the relatively new Engineering Building.
This ads will rein when the men’s basketball team plays Tulsa University Feb. 10 on
ESPN2 and at least once next season during a
Spartan football game.
SJSU needs to replace its present ad with
something that will catch the eyes of prospective students across the nation and keep current Spartans lions changing the channel in
disgrace.
Mike Traphagen is a Jenior sports writer.

SUNDAY
Baseball at Pacific
Men’s Tennis v. Fresno State
1 p.m. at Spartan Courts (next
to Spartan Stadium)
Softball season opener
1 p.m. at Cal

MONDAY
Baseball v. CSU Los Angeles
5 p.m. at Municipal Stadium
Sharks v. Chicago
7:30 p.m. at the SJ Arena
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Cosby admits having affair
NEW YORK (AP) - Bill Cosby had an
affair with the mother of a woman who
claims to be his illegitimate daughter, TV’s
most beloved family roan acknowledged in a
television interview.
"If you said, ’Did you make love to the
woman?’ the answer is yes. ’Arc you the
father?’ No," Cosby told Dan Rather in an
interview scheduled to air Sunday on CBS’
"60 Minutes."
Rather asked if there was a possibility he
could be the woman’s father.
"There is a possibility," Cosby said,
according to a transcript.
The interview, portions of which were
broadcast Monday on "The CBS Evening
News," was Cosby’s first since the Jan. 16
slaying of his 27 -year-old son, Ennis. No
arrests have been made.
Autumn Jackson, 22, the woman claiming to be Cosby’s daughter, is charged along
with 51 -year-old Jose Medina with trying to
extort millions from the entertainer.
Federal prosecutors charge that on the
day Ennis Cosby was shot to death changing
a flat tire in Los Angeles, Ms. Jackson and
Medina sent a fax to Cosby’s representative
demanding money. She and Medina were
arrested in Cosby’s lawyer’s office after
allegedly trying to negotiate a 824 million
payoff.
Ms. Jackson was freed from jad Monday
night after two Californians guaranteed a
8250,000 bond.
Her lawyer, Robert Baum, described the

people who guaranteed her bond, Richard
Jesperson and Lois Mayfield, as "two people
who care about her, believe in her and trust
in her."
Baum called Cosby’s acknowledgement
of- an affair with Ms. Jackson’s mother a
"substantial change from critical comments
that came from Cosby representatives earlier." But prosecutors have said that even if
Cosby were proven to be Ms. Jackson’s
father, she would still be charged with extortion.
In Los Angeles, Ms. Jackson’s mother,
Shawn Thompson, told KNBC television
her daughter was "not doing anything that I
think is wrong" but couldn’t comment on
the charges in detail.
She called Cosby "a wonderful man."
Asked whether she loves Cosby, she said,
"Doesn’t the whole world?" On the brief
video clip, she was not asked if Cosby was
her daughter’s Either.
In the past, Cosby representatives have
denied that he was Ms. Jackson’s father and
described her as one of several young people
to whom he had given money for tuition.
Cosby has been married to his wife, Camille,
for 33 years.
"On the birth certificate, it’s not my
name," Cosby said in part of the interview
broadcast Monday.
"I had not spoken to the mother during
her pregnancy nor her delivery nor some 14
months until we finally spoke. Never - she
never called me and then one day when I

called her for a second rendezvous, she came
and she made the announcement," he said.
On his son’s death, Cosby told Rather his
life must return to normal.
"I think it’s time for me to tell the people
that we have to laugh - we’ve got to laugh,"
he said.
Cosby, who got his start as a comedian by
describing his childhood, later gathered
material from his wife, son and four daughters. Through his former TV alter ego Cliff
Huxtable and in the real-life depictions that
filled his best-selling book "Fatherhood,"
Cosby had the image of the ultimate family
man.
On Monday, Cosby returned to work on
his CBS show "Cosby," which is taped at a
studio in Queens. "You start to think about
the person that you love who is gone. And
then a part of them comes to you and says,
’Hey Dad, you have to go back to work,’ and
you start to laugh," he told Rather.
A network spokeswoman said he got in
through a back door, but The New York
Times said he avoided the camera crews
waiting for his arrival by spending Sunday
night in living quarters at the studio.
Outside the studio, a teacher, Lonnie
Tait, said that despite Cosby’s admission he
had an affair, he is still "a great role model
for black children."
She delivered a large, hand -decorated
sympathy card from 12 children enrolled in
an after-school program. One child wrote:
"You’re our hero."

Music industry celebrates
year’s favorite entertainers
LOS ANGELES (Al’) - It was "The Year
of Woman" at the American Music Awards
and Toni Braxton reaped the rewards.
Braxton won favorite female soul R8tB
artist and her -Secrets" was the top soul-R&B
album. She also shared in a portion of an
award that went to the "Waiting to Exhale"
soundtrack, to which she was a contributor.
"I thank God for all my blessings,"
Braxton told the music industry crowd.
Alanis Morissette also was a multiple winner, though she didn’t show up. Morissette
was named favorite pop-rock female artist
and her "Jagged Little Pill" won the pop -rock
album trophy.
Two out the three favorite new artist
awards went to women as well: Jewel for pop.
rock and LcAnn Rimes for country.
In receiving her award, Jewel thanked her
fans for helping her achieve her dream.
"I know how little we can live with. I went
from living in my car to this because you guys
bought my album, It’s because you guys
bought my album that I’m not stealing food,"
she told the cheering audience.
She explained her comments later backstage.
Jewel, who started her music career yodeling as a 6-year-old in Homer, Alaska, said she
and her mother were living in San Diego
when she got laid off from a job at age 18.

Classt ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
serAces advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified colonels of the Spartan
DaHy consist of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT postons wail. n busy whole
foods restaurant. All shifts avail, flex
hrs. $7.5058/hr to start. Must be
18+ years. Call 733.9446. ask for
Wendy, Julia or Vela.

TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality.
Ire. dream play center for 2.12 yr
olds. Mm. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkencrs. Team teach
environment f3enefes avail. Apply rn
person at KidsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall. 281-8880
5440 Thorriwood Dr.. SJ
Near Valley Fair, 985.2599
2858 Stevens Creek EiNd.
At the HUB. 510 792.9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 2818880.
JOBS! JOBSI
The Student Union has several
parttime positions available in
these areas
Aquatrc Center
’Bowling Center
’Box Office
’Maintenance/Operations
’Sound/Lighting/Events
*Sport Club
Come in & check our job listings!
Applications available on 3rd floor
in the Student Union Adm in Office.
TUTOR FOR A DISABLES CHILD.
Tue & Thur. afternoon. Flex hrs.
c/ training. Mrs. Chen 9454945.
CATERING AND DINING SERVICE
employees needed for oncampus
posrtions. Morning & lunch shifts
mail For Catering call 924-1753.
For Dining Services call 9241859.
Please leave a message to
schedule an interview.
111000S POSSIBLE IEM1113 MOONS
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
14300-218.9000 ext 92236 for
Listings.

Phone: 924-3277
ECE STUDENTS: Looking for a
part-time job that won’t conflict
with your class schedule? Join the
teaching team at our NAEYC
accredited child care center at
Good Sam Hospital! We need
subs & FT/PT closing staff (until
6:45pm). Min. 12 ECE units:
experience required. Salary range:
59.00.510.30 per hour. FAX
resume 408-559.2619 or call
408-559.2453.

CASHIERS NEEDED at remodeled
gas station. Full or part-time.
Evening or weekend available.
Please call 295.3964.

SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or ad* in pawn, gm Sun 7.7.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Golden State Is, a leading 405286-5880. 555 D Mandan he.
seeks
a
Between San Cabs and Patenoor.
sportswear distributor,
behnd the Cad aid Paty Store, SJ.
Warehouse Team Player. Position
available immediately.
YOU NEED A JOB WITH A FUTURE
*Pull orders
We will train you for a full-time
*Stock inventory
position with our nation-wide firm.
’Unload trucks
We offer:
’Assist will-call customers
*Weekly Pay Incentives
’Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
’Monday- Friday
Monthly Bonuses
*Competitive Wages
$7.00 per hour
Work for a company that truly Group-rate Hearth Care
appreciates its staff. Apply in Complete Management Training
person between 8am and 5:30pm. You must be career minded.
(That’s All) Call 408.345-3936.
Golden State T’s
2110 Zanker Road
San Jose, CA 95131
POSTAL JOBS
At the corner of Charcot & Zenker
Up to $1529/hr plus be:reds.
415.339-8377 2417s.
in the back row of buildings.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job $1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
to gain experience. Units in ECE, Trme. At Hone. Toll Free 1.800 218.
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required. 9000 ext 12236 for Listings.
CALL: 4081743200 x21.
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
The rising cost of an education
Teachers/Aides FT/PT
got you DOWN’’1
ECE or Experience Preferred.
WELL. GET A JOB!!
EOE. Call 370-0357.
*THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is now hiring for part time
positions, both evening & days TEACHER ASSIST, Montessori
are available. We have several School. Cupertino. its: 10:30.6:30,
positions in the following areas: M-F. 6 ECE required. 26 yr olds.
*Food Server 21 & older please, Rate DOE. 408-255.3770.
$4.75 hr. + tips.
Bus Staff- 18 & older please, COUNSELOR MIDDLE SCHOOL.
Paid intern. $7/hr. M Th: 2-5.
$4.75 hr. + tips.
Host/Hostess 16 & over please. Excellent experience, innovative
on
experience.
pilot. Call Anna for information at
pay varies based
408-287-4170 ext. 251.
WE WILL TRAIN
No experience needed.
MANAGER TRAINEES
APPLY IN PERSON
at 51 N. San Pedro. San Jose. No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
COMPUTER INTERN. CPA firm bases cool. Corp seeks energetic
needs top student -Computer Sc’. people for management. Start
or Accounting major with strong now. 629.1241.
computer skills (Windows 95,
spreadsheet, graphics, scanning LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
on-line services) graduate ’98 or seeking customer service reprelater. Duties: Assist wen computer sentatives. F’T/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
admininstration &troubleshooting, + bonus. Will train Call David H.
assist with automated tnal balance/ ria 408-441-8600
workpaper program. 10-20 hrs/wk
flexible. $10513/hr. Call Jim, Perish AFTER SCHOOL / DAYCARE
assist. fa CLpertro Aficriessori Schl.
or Kathy Bekaa 408-4532828.
Job includes care & supervision of
6.12
yr olds. Hrs: 2:30-6:30, M-F.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Pay DOE. 408-255.3770.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Inner City Express.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. Students needed n the immediate
wee. Rill-time/part time openings.
TEACHER - PT state preschool Call today 1415968-9933.
11:30.3:30. Quality program. 1 International Bartenders School.
blk from SJSU. Spanish speaking
a +. Call Karyn 279.0858.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. St udents/Grad s/Facutty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Pam
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 21-29.
non-smoker, healthy & responsible.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We $3,000 stipend ani menses
sell discount subcriptions to Bay Other ethrezities ate) needed. Pease
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. cal WWFC 1.5108209495.
Flexible hrs. 9arn-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SAU.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
OPPORTUNITIES
Promotions 494-0200.
WHITEV/ATER RAFTING Guide
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR P/T Schools: 3/22.28; 5/12-18.
elem. schools. Start in Jan. No $650. Learn the skills to become
degree req., work around college a professional river guide.
sched. Oppty for teaching exp. Call for info. Manah Wilderness
VA 408-27-4170es 408 E0E/AAE 1-510-233-2303,

DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours Great for Students!
Need own car.
Cal Dine IN 9983463 now.
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
Willing to work flexible hours and
make great money? American
Radio is expanding, and needs
you now! Don’t wait, call Knsti at
(408) 995-5905.
CRUISE &LANISTOUR Emplomisnt
Work in exotic locations, meet fun
people. AND get pad! For industry
information, call Cruise Employment Services: 1.800-276-4948
ext. C60418. (We are a research
& publishing company).

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry Learn how
students can find high paying jobs
while experiencing Alaska’s
adventure! For information: 1-800
2760654 ext. A60416. (We area
research & publishing company).

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per Year.
Save
on your dental needs.
For info call 1.800.655.3225.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Line is 30

WORD PROCESSING

211DRNLAPAR17164T-$900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts, 576 S. 5th St.
(4081 295-6893.

VOLUNTEERS
ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL
relationship? Have you ever been
in one? Researcher seeks people
all ethnic backgrounds, straight
or gay for study. Please call
408-235-0600 for more info.

SERVICES
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE.
1/2 block from 7th St parking
garage. Small clean & affordable.
Call pager 948.2844 for rates and
availability. Se habla espanol.

spaces,

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS or
products on the information
Superhighway! Reach over 60+
million for pennies a day. FREE
DETAILS! 1-8038449639x0232.

FAX: 924-3282

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

SNAKE LOVERS! 2 Red Tailed
Boa’s need good home. Tank
and accessories included. $100
o.b.o. for all. For more info call
408.430-0306.

SEIZED CARS from 8175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 ext. A-2236 for
current listings.

SHARED HOUSING

FOR RENT

1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON $1395. EVERGREEN AREA, 6400/mo +
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet. $200 deposit & 1/3 utilities. Call
sober & financially responsible 408-2231692 or 408-238-2626.
required. 553 So. 6th St. Call
William @ 408292-1890.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
SPORTS/THRILLS college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Convenient Peninsula location.
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated Samples & references available.
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Chinese & other languages
SJSU student owned & operated. spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
how to improve your writing,
1-510-634-7575.
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Regular email: aciOnetcom.com
TUTORING
Call for free phone consultation:
TUTOR AVAILABLE-Grad, student (415) 5254505...ask tor Dwell.
available to tutor Math. Physics.
Chemistry & Computer Sci. NI years. WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Inexpensive. Sva 408.985.9192.
Essays, letters. application
TUTOR FOR HIGH SCHOOL statements, proposals, reports,
student. M. thru Th. for 2 hrs. etc. For more info. please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
253.8175, evenings after 9.
VISA/PAsstsrCard. FAX. Men.

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT 8 FT.
Heathy HS Grad with clean DMV
939W. San C.artos St SJ. 9717557

Print your ad here.

l’he two of them moved into their cars, and
Jewel began singing at coffeehouses.
The woman -of-the -year magic didn’t
work for everyone. Mariah Carey - last
year’s favorite female artist in both pop -rock
and soul-R&B - lost on all of her leading
five nominations this time.
In all, 20 trophies were awarded in the
24th annual ceremony, broadcast by ABC
from the Shrine Auditorium. Comedian
Sinbad was the host.
Tupac Shakur, gunned down in Las Vegas
four months ago, was posthumously named
favorite rap-hip hop artist. Presenter Brandy
accepted Shakur’s trophy.
Brooks & Dunn roped the trophy for
band, duo or group, and George Strait’s
"Blue Clear Sky" received the Catl gOr)
album award.
Pop-rock winners included Eric Clapton
as favorite male artist, and Hootie & *The
Blowfish as favorite band, duo or group.
Soul-R&B honors also went to Keith
Sweat for male artist, and New Edition for
band, duo or group. D’Angelo was the top
new artist in soul-R&B.
Favorite artist winners in other categories
included Metallica in hard rock-heavy metal,
Smashing Pumpkins in alternative music. and
Whitney Houston in adult contemporary.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
INSURANCE
Science & English papers/theses
AUTO INSURANCE
our specialty. Laser printing.
Campus Insurance Service
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Special Student Programs
Resumes, editing, graphics
Serving SJSU for 20 years
and other services available on
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing. "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Cat Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
‘AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED’
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Teen
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects,
Restmes. Al Formats, Specializing
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ys Exp
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFF_SSICML IAORD R(CESSING,
247.2681, 8am.8pm.

COMPUTERS ETC.
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom COMMItar CO.

3549 Haven Ave. #H
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: 1800)800.5115
FAX: (415)306-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC ilsi, ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 61C0
MAC LC580
Ink)et & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

HEALTH.C13EAM
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist Contdential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
MEN 8 WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perrna.
nently remove your unwanted haw.
Back- Chest - Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 54597.
Hair Today Gone TOMOITOW, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408)379-3500.

FoR NanoNAL / AGENcy RATES CALL 408-924-3277

including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Daily
CRosswoRt)
ACROSS
1 Sponsorship
6 Chirp
10 Tarzan’s friend
14 Sing softly
15 Iowa town
16 Kingsley or
Martin
17 Lasso
18 Count (on)
19 Wordsworth, for
one
20 Darkroom item
22 Risk
24 Miscalculates
25 Closet item
26 Schedule
30 Do as told
32 Par1 of a fool
33 Talking bird
35 Male bee
40 All together
42 Went back on a
promise
44 Marketplace
45 Highest point
47 Dry
48 Zhivago’s
beloved
50 Opportune
52 Pleasure boats
56 Diving bird
58 Byways
59 Increase
64 Shoe part
65 Novelist
Murdoch
67 Politician
Stevenson
68 Type of exam
69 Puff of wind
70 Embrace
71 Serge’s pooch
72 Fishing gear
73 Temporary
homes
DOWN
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Ad Rates 3 -line minimum
Three
One
Two
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
4 lines
$10
$8
$6
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
$10
$12
6 lines
$8
additional
each
line
for
$1

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by Steer day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines. $110

Five Ammon
Days
$13 Crivi, Sur
$14
Pions
$15
$16
Send checit a money order bp:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jule State University
San icee, CA 95192-0149

one classification:
Berme

Classified desk a located in Dwight Bentel Haft Room 209
II Deadline: 1000 a.m two weekdays before publication.
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for consecutive publications datee only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Amouncements’
Lost and FoundVolunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Canpulers Eic
Wanted*
Employment
Opportmese

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HealthiBeauly
Sports/Mils’
Insurance
Entertairmene
Travel
TulorIng’
Word Processing
Schclentips

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost a Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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3 maghectally
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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12
13
21
23
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29
31

MIMI

Please check

Nara

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all fInns
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or MerChan dl se.

Tiny amount
Caught
Kitchen fool
Ralph Waldo
Slippery fish
Soul
Land of the
Rising Sun
In the
company of
Sibling’s child
Organic
compound
Chemist’s
weights
Composer
Franz
Joseph
On the Caspian
Bell
Pollster Roper
Close by
Empty
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34 Leap
36 Quantity of
paper
37 Fairy-tale gi,lo
38 Singer
Diamond
39 Whirlpool
41 Highly
seasoned
13 Praise
46 Fortuneteller
49 Appoint
51 Whole
52 Boor
53 Wide-awasi
54 Football -shoe
part
55 Friendly
greeting
57 Ejects
60 Not working
61 Blueprint
62 Endure
63 Puppy
ironies

66 Regret
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Grades: GPA
Not
for academic
‘Josta’ honors raised

’nother
drink

continued from page 1
Cum laude is Latin for "with
praise," magna cum laude means
"with great praise," and summa cum
laude is literally "with greatest
praise."
Under the new requirements.
SJSU students will earn cum laude
status with a CPA between 3.50 and
3.69, a CPA between 3.70 and 3.84
would qualify for magna cum laude
and a CPA of 3.85 or higher would
merit a summa cum laude ranking,
according
to the SJSU Public Affairs
office
What this means for students in
concrete terms is this: a student taking six courses with four B’s and two
A’s would earn a CPA of 3.33 and
earn cum laude recognition under the
current requirements.
In order to qualify as an honors
student with the new amendment in
place, that student would have to
raise one of the B’s to an A. Three A’s

and three B’s would be enough to
qualify with a 3.50 grade point average.
The academic senate said by raising the standards to achieve cum
laude status SJSU’s academic reputation will elevate.
"If you give an award to everyone
it’s valueless. It’s (the change) making
the award more prestigious to those
students who earn it because it is
more difficult to obtain," Reekie said.
Kenneth Peter, an associate professor of political science and chair of
the SJSU Academic Senate agrees. "It
is wise to stay in synch with other
California State Universities so people won’t get the impression that San
Jose State has lower standards than
other CSUs," he said.
The amendment will go into effect
when the Fall 1997 Academic
Catalog is printed.

Fire

instru-

which is almost 2,5(10 square feet

efficiently.
"We would certainly like to
have a larger facility, but at this
point the money is not there for
it," Malone said.
The fate of the current station
is questionable, according to
Captain Stephen Felder of the fire
department.
Felder said that the plan for
the old station is "still in discussion, and there are a lot of possibilities and lots of dreams, but
nothing is finalized."
There has been talk of turning
the current structure into a fire
fighting museum, as it has some
old equipment dating back to the
turn of the century.
"The old building has a good
historical aspect," says Marione.
"But it all goes back to money and
politics."
Director of San Jose’s Public
Works Department Ralph Qualls
says they will knock the old building down. As for the lot it is located on, he says "We really don’t
know yet, but we will use the
property for some commercial
use."
Construction of the new Fire
Station Ni,. I will begin in July,
and is scheduled to be completed

of the "A People

smaller than the current building,

in 1998.

Marne Baxter of Pepsi Cola arrived
on campus Tuesday with a pick-up
truck filled with more than 1,000
cans and bottles of free Josta cola
for students to try by the music
building.
PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER
Spartan Daily
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When the trilogy is complete.
Pinder said he’ll dedicate his time
toward other projects run aimed
specifically at children. lie has plans
for another solo album. He has two
solo albums. "The Promise" (1976)
arid "Of the Shelf" (1994). Ile also is
contemplating

releasing

mental -only

in

with One..." trilogy.
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The

poles were blocked off to prevent
tiretruck

exhaust

fumes

from

seeping into sleeping areas.

stories and compose the music.

the nonwhich

continued from page 1
According to Martone, their
role in the design is important,
due to the nature of their jobs,
which requires the station to serve
as both an office and living quarters.
[If we didn’t have to meet the
newer standards, we could make
this building work for another 20
to 30 years," said lvtartone. "But
we are real happy to be involved
with the new station’s design."
Manone also added that the
new building could be in service
through the next century and that
faster emergency response time
would be possible with the new
structure.

New

poles

will

have

vapor

locks to avoid this. Currently

the

crew runs down a flight of poorly
lit stairs.
The new building will be built
on a plot of city owned land located behind the current station. It
will

but

ire over

12,000

squirm feet,

the space will he used

more
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